
Your guide to dentures with a  difference

We want you to enjoy life to the full and are committed to helping you through treatment in a friendly, professional and caring 

environment. This brochure is an introduction to your journey towards beautiful, well fitting teeth with Hopkinson Dental. 

What is different about these dentures? 

Good dentures can change everything. Your confidence, your outlook and your enjoyment of life. 

Our treatment gives you back the pleasure of your favourite foods, social confidence and creates a fantastic smile. 

Denture treatment today is not about false looking, uncomfortable and loose teeth. At Hopkinson Dental we give you the very latest 

in denture technology from Japan with our unique “Suction Dentures” to deliver unique and bespoke teeth exactly as you want them.

Enjoy your food, smile with 
confidence and feel comfortable! 

We are uniquely skilled

Being under the care of a registered Clinical Dental Technician means that you are having treatment from someone who knows 

dentures inside out.   
 
Chris Egan 
Clinical Dental Technician. GDC Number: 119949

Chris obtained his Diploma in Dental Technology at Leeds in 1984 

whilst working for one of the country’s largest dental laboratories. 

After many years working as a dental technician and earning the 

esteem of his dental colleagues he completed the Diploma in Clinical 

Dental Technology at the Royal College of Surgeons in London. 

Chris’s comprehensive understanding of fixed and removable implant 

supported prosthetics and the BPS denture system has become an 

invaluable asset to the practice and he frequently lectures to both 

dentists and technicians on these subjects.

Most importantly, he really puts patients at ease and listens carefully to 

what they want so he can deliver the very best for them.

Chris lives in Harrogate and his true passion is fishing for salmon 

and sea trout When not fishing, he loves spending time with his two 

daughters Lauren and Sophie.



01937 582 972

enquiries@hopkinsondental.co.uk

How much does it cost?

High quality replacement of your missing teeth is a sound investment  and doesn’t have to be a financial burden. We realise some 

people are hesitant about the cost of their care which is why we endeavour to make our treatment an option for everyone. 

We offer Interest Free Finance and low cost loans for longer periods through our partnership with Medenta Finance. 

As each case in different we recommend you contact us for a free consultation to discuss fees and finance. 

“Chris has been brilliant and l can happily 
say l now have a nice smile, natural 
looking teeth and confidence. Everyone 
at Hopkinson Dental has been so kind. 
Their care & attention is amazing.”
Debbie Harrod, Ackworth

“I would like to say how pleased I am with 
the result of my recent treatment. I would 
like to thank Chris Egan and the team for 
the professional and yet friendly way in 
which they dealt with my requirements. 
Everything was explained clearly and 
I was given confidence every step of 
the way. I would certainly recommend 
Chris Egan to anyone with similar 
requirements.” 
Mr. A.B., Wetherby.

Don’t just take it from us:

Denture fee guidance:

Full upper and lower from £1800

Full upper or lower from £900

Partial plastic from £360

Partial metal from £1200


